
SPARKLE 
STONE

STONE SERIES 

ADD :

Floor 15, Building D1, West Area, Lvdao Plaza, 

No.129, Jihua Xi Road, Chancheng, Foshan, Guangdong.

ADD :

Element Ceramics, Block E, West District, China Ceramics Headquarters, 

Jihua West Road, Chancheng, Foshan, Guangdong.

TEL :  +86-757-82271888

FAX :  +86-757-82270033

WEBSITE :  www.element-ceramics.com

E-MAIL :   element@element-ceramics.com

MINI  PROGRAM

The color of the product printed will be slightly different from the actual. 

All the applications should be followed the actual color of the products.

OFFICIAL  ACCOUNTS WEBSITE



SPARKLE STONE SPARKLE STONE SPARKLE STONE SPARKLE STONE 

Realistic and delicate native sandstone texture,

Mottled color precipitation,

Bring out natural and ingenious textures,

Combined with the exquisite craftsmanship of 

the product,

Make the space comfort further sublimated,

Accompany you to spend some natural time 

leisurely and comfortably.

2  SIZES

600x600mm

6  COLORS

600x1200mm



 LIGHT APRICOT

SIZE

600x1200mm

600x600mm*

SURFACE: NATURAL

ST26232N600x1200mm

 LIGHT APRICOT

ST66232N600x600mm



FLOOR: 

ST26232N   LIGHT APRICOT

600x1200mm

SIZE

600x1200mm

600x600mm



BEIGE

SIZE

600x1200mm

600x600mm*

SURFACE: NATURAL

ST26231N600x1200mm

BEIGE

ST66231N600x600mm



 FLOOR: 

ST26231N  BEIGE

600x1200mm

WALL: 

ST26231N  BEIGE

600x1200mm

FLOOR: 

ST26232N  LIGHT APRICOT

600x1200mm

SIZE

600x1200mm

600x600mm*



LIGHT GREY

SIZE

600x1200mm

600x600mm

SURFACE: NATURAL

ST26233N600x1200mm

 LIGHT GREY

ST66233N600x600mm



FLOOR: 

ST26233N   LIGHT GREY

600x1200mm

SIZE

600x1200mm

600x600mm



MEDIUM GREY

SIZE

600x1200mm

600x600mm

SURFACE: NATURAL

ST26234N600x1200mm

MEDIUM GREY

ST66234N600x600mm



 FLOOR: 

ST26234N  MEDIUM GREY

600x1200mm

FLOOR: 

ST26234N  MEDIUM GREY

600x1200mm

SIZE

600x1200mm

600x600mm*



DARK GREY

SIZE

600x1200mm

600x600mm

SURFACE: NATURAL

ST26237N600x1200mm

DARK GREY

ST66237N600x600mm



FLOOR: 

ST26237N   DARK GREY

600x1200mm

SIZE

600x1200mm

600x600mm



CARBON BLACK

SIZE

600x1200mm

600x600mm

SURFACE: NATURAL

ST26238N600x1200mm

CARBON BLACK

ST66238N600x600mm



 FLOOR: 

ST26238N  CARBON BLACK

600x1200mm

FLOOR: 

ST26238N  CARBON BLACK

600x1200mm

SIZE

600x1200mm

600x600mm*



INSTALLATION

± 2 mm

2 m

Dry Levelling System
The dry levelling system consists in laying compact plastic 
sheets to compensate for any  differences in the surface level.
The sheets especially in the A4 size and with  a thickness of 
0.15mm are easily found in  stationaries.

Before Installation
If while checking the substrate issues are found  in the flatness 
of the surface, they can be  correctred by spreading where 
necessary the  plastic sheets so as to obtain a flat substrate.
Once the substrate is flat proceed with the laying  of the mat.

During And After Installatio
The "dry" levelling system is simple and it is also  possible 
to correct issues regarding the flatness  of the surface even 
AFTER has been laid.

Laying Of Silent Mat

4/1
Lay the mat starting from the  corner of the space.
Cut to size.

4/2
DO NOT remove completely the  protective film. The film must be removed gradually while the slabs are being 
laid.
Lay the slabs, using spacers  to distance them from each other.  The spacers will not be removed,  but rather 
covered by the grout so  be sure to push them down as far  as possible.
Cut to size. Around the perimeter  of the room, maintain a distance  from the walls of approximately  5mm. This 
outer joint will then be  covered by the skirting or can be  filled with silicone like a normal  grout line.

① Remove the Slab.
② With a levelling rod or even simply a portion of  a slab one 
can check for flatness.
③ Add the pastic sheets so as to compensate  and flaten out 
the surface.
④ Lay back the slab.

Grout Lines And Expansion Joints

Grout Lines
So-called "zero grout line" installation is not recommended. The  
minimum size of the grout lines is 2mm.
The grouting and cleaning of the surface of laminated porcelain  
stoneware from residues of installation materials must be  carried out in 
parallel and always following the instructions of  the grout manufacturer, 
so that, at the end of grouting, the tiling  is finished and clean.
Intermediate, Expansion And Perimeter  Joints
The use of  EASY does NOT require structural and  expansion joints.
Meanwhile, outer joints, in correspondence with fixed elements  in the 
bearing structure, must be placed along the perimeter of  the tiling and 
must measure approximately 5-8 mm.
This outer joint can be covered with skirting or filled with  silicone like a 
normal grout line.

1
In order to apply the silicone, in cartridges, a  silicone gun is required. 
The fluidity of the silicone  makes it appropriate for use with either a 
manual  silicone gun, more common and less expensive, or  an electric 
gun, which is certainly more convenient  when filling the grout lines of a 
large floor.
FILLER comes in 310 ml cartridges.
To use cut the cartridge at the top of its thread.  For grout lines of 2mm, 
it is not necessary to cut  the cartridge at the top of its thread; just screw  
on the nozzle, insert the cartridge in the gun, and  extrude.

2
Using the spray bottle, thoroughly spray  the part of the grout line that 
is to be  cleaned. Spray the rear extremity of the  cartridge which will be 
used to pick up  the excess silicone. Rest the cartridge  against the grout 
line and scrape up the  excess silicone. The excess silicone will  remain 
inside the cartridge. Continue in  this manner for the entire cleaning of 
the  grouted area.

*IMPORTANT:
Before wiping up the excess silicone,  spray the soap and water solution onto  the floor area and onto the nozzle of the  empty 
cartridge each time.
If small crests or imperfections appear  in the remaining silicone, spray some of the solution onto that area and onto your  
fingers. Then trace over the grout line  with a finger.
Also In this case, remember to first spray  the soap and water solution.
When the silicone is dry, thoroughly wash  the floor
Thoroughly wash and dry the floor.
The removal of the excess silicone leaves behind a significant  amount of soap and water, which may look like streaks along 
the  grout lines. A thorough washing will make the floor look perfect.  Do not walk on the silicone before it is completely dry  
(approximately 12-18 hours, depending on the climatic  conditions).



CLEANING PRODUCTS

Where sales are permitted

TYPES OF DETERGENTS

A   SOLVENTIS  
     (bleaching solution, oil of turpentine,acetone,trichioroethylene,nitrate based thinner)

B   ACIDS  
       (rnuriatic acid, trydrochloric acid, phosphoric acid)

C   ALKALINE BASED DETERGENTS - ALKALI
       (alkaline-based professional detergents)

TYPES OF STAIN

BEER

COFFEE

LIME

TAR

CEMENT

CANDLE WAX

KOKA KONA

GLUE

A B C

MATT POLISHED MATT POLISHED MATT POLISHED

CHEWING GUM

TYRE RUBBET, SHOES

GREASE, OIL

INK

NICOTINE

FELT-TIP PEN

RESINS

RUST

NAIL POLISH

CIGARETTE

WALL PAINT

WINE

Cleaning And Maintenance

Special Cleaning Or Deep Cleaning

Clean the floor with a rough cloth soaked in lukewarm water and basic detergent for organic dirt (grease,oil foods) and caid 

detergent for inorganic dirt, cement and imescale. At the end of this process, rinse the floor with clean lukewarm water.

Detergents

You may use any detergent available on the market, at the prescibed concentration, with the exception of hydrofluoric (HF)acid or 

its compound. However, it is always advisble to test the resistance of the material on a small area first, in order to avoid alterations to 

the floor surface. 

Grouting And Final Cleaning

Grouting And Final Cleaning

When using normal drying adhesive, grout the floor after 24-48 hours, when using rapid drying adhesives, grout after 4 hours.

When working whith polished materials in p articular, use cement grouts of a matching tone, avoiding dark color grouts with oale 

materials, and vice versa.

When grouting these surfaces, it is advisable not to use flexible mortars made form synthetic materials (Flexfughe), especially if 

the color contrasts that of thematerial, and not to use additives/latex, In factmthese products make it extremely dificult to remove 

any residue using normal cleaning products. If usinggrouts with contrasting or special pigments, take care to follow the information 

provided in the specifications adn test the grout on the material before hand.

Use a rubber-coated spatula to apply the grout over the entire surface of the material.

Grout samll areas at a time, removing excess quantitile with damp sponges or clothes (using clean water only) or specific equipment 

for removing excess grout, while the layer of grout is still damp.

Adequate initial cleaning is fundamental to get the best shining and to ensure cleanbility and easy everyday maintenance. Initial 

cleaning should therefore beperformed immediately after laying, using acid-based products, surubbing gard and rinsing with plenty 

of water. This will make it posible to remove any grout, adhesive and cement residue, etc. You may use any detergent available on 

the market, with the sole exception of products containing hydrofluoric acid (compounds and derivatives) as provided for by standard 

EN 14411.

We recommend protceting the laid fooring carefully. When arrying out other operations such as painting, plumbing or other work, we 

recommend covering the floor with PVC sheets, airballs or fabrics once it has been laid.

*Per informazionl e consigli Vi invitiarno a contaltare ill rivendtore.

MATT

POLISHED

APPLICATIONS

SURFACE Indoor commercial 
settings with heavy 

foot traffic

Indoor commercial 
settings with light 

foot traffic

Residential 
settings

Indoor
wall coverings

Outdoor 
floor settings

Countertops

- -


